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Joe Dillard is a two million copy bestselling series.A criminal court judge is found hanging from a

tree.A young employee of the district attorney&apos;s office goes missing.In this third book of the

best selling Joe Dillard series, Dillard finds himself in the middle of two volatile mysteries. The

primary suspect in the judge&apos;s murder is Dillard&apos;s son&apos;s best friend, and

Dillard&apos;s wife may have destroyed evidence. Meanwhile, the missing girl turns out to be a

mystery far deeper than anyone imagined..."Pratt&apos;s richly developed characters are vivid and

believable." - "Publisher&apos;s Weekly.""It&apos;s Scott Turow and Grisham..." - Ken Bruen."Pratt

knows what he&apos;s doing and it shows." - Alafair Burke.
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This review is about Scott PrattÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Joe Dillard series, or at least the first 4 that I

have read. It is a terrific series, right up there with the Jessie Stone (William Parker), Harry Bosch

(Michael Connelly) and Joe Picket (C. J. Box). If you like lawyer/courtroom or police procedurals or



regular guy heroics or the twists and turns of a good mystery, then youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll like Scott

PrattÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Joe Dillard series. HeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s got it all. The writing is really good.

It moves at a good pace (as Elmore Leonard advised in his list of how to write a good book) leaving

out the stuff readers tend to skip over. I live in Tennessee as the main character Joe Dillard does

and there is no false note in the characters or the dialogue. As sparse as the writing is, there is

plenty of character development and credibility as to the legal system and investigation techniques.

Believability is 100%. My only advice is to kill off the sister Sarah. Like with a alcoholic uncle,

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢d participate in an intervention once, twice or even maybe three times and after

that, the hell with him. Even Michael Connelly killed off BoschÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s ex-wife. Jessie

Stone has quit dragging around thoughts of his ex-wife. But hey, thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s no deal

breaker. We all have our cross to bear and Joe Dillard has his sisterÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ plus the other

usual accumulated baggage that makes him a believable human worth taking a journey with on the

pages of a book.

Oh yes, this scenario is not uncommon in the real world, but is something as hard to accept as the

violation of a priest. A judge, hiding his own agenda, wields enough power with a personal grudge

against certain attorneys with whom he will not give a proper shake no matter the circumstances.

Joe Dillard and his best friend Ray have run up against him before and have usually carefully

navigated the waters. Unfortunately, this time Ray is pushed too far, and the judge can demonstrate

who really has the power. It's not long before Ray and his family have suffered the indignities of lost

of income, lost of cars, and shortly the loss of home. Ray can only see one way out. As devastating

as that is, the judge is found hanging shortly thereafter leaving few suspects other than Ray's son.

His own son and he were close for many years. His wife loves him as much as their own. They will

not abandon that long-time friendship regardless the evidence that quickly stacks against him. Joe,

is pulled between his love for his own family as well as Ray's, but he is an attorney and knows the

law and they are all flirting with disaster right now. While I wasn't a fan of the prologue or opening

chapter (we get that the families were friends), it wasn't necessary to describe the near death of his

own son to a baseball game. Also, his editors overlooked so many problems, I wondered if they

were volunteers. The font change at the beginning of chapters was difficult. Interesting plot,

interesting characters, moved along at a decent pace; too many edit problems to be considered 5

star. Otherwise, I enjoyed.

Russell Blake and Scott Pratt are my two top authors I rely on after having read a couple of lesser



quality works from other authors. I find they both write really entertaining stories such that I almost

feel a need to stretch them out less I run out of books they have written. The Joe Dillard character is

one I am particularly fond of as he seems like the kind of guy you would want as a neighbor and a

lawyer friend to help you get out of a jam when need be. After having read the first two ebooks of

the Joe Dillard series I had actually made a gift of the paperback version of "Injustice for All" to my

Mother whom enjoyed it so much she loaned it out to one of my siblings before I had a chance to

read it (the horrors!) so I ended up purchasing it a second time for my kindle and liked it even more

than the second of the series. Do yourself a favor and purchase the original ebook "An Innocent

Client" while it is only $.99 (which is the same amazing price I bought it for back on 1/31/2013)

because this series is a definite must read in my opinion!

As soon as I finished book 2, I started this book 3.As I said in my reviews of the the first 2 books in

this Joe Dillard series, I am really loving reading Scott Pratt's legal-detective novels.Like Grisham,

Baldacci, and other best well-known authors of this ilk, you'll really like Scott Pratt as well.And as

good as books 1 & 2 are, I think book 3 is even better--even more gripping and more page-turning.

I had to laugh at how many times Joe Dillard has changed his path going from defense lawyer to

prosecutor, but I just love his character so he can be anything and i'd still follow him. This third book

was just as good as the first two. They are all well-written and suspenseful with great description of

both settings and characters. They are personally fun for me because I've been to several of the

small towns in Tennessee and the author speaks of rt.81 and others that I've driven on. Well worth

the 3.99 I paid. I can't wait to read the next one!

I am hooked on Scott Pratt's series featuring Joe Dillard as the lead character. I am reading them in

sequence, but each book can stand alone. I won't go into a lot of specific details about the book; I'm

sure others have already done so. Bottom line is this is a very intriguing book with a convoluted plot

and lots of twists and turns. Sub-plots are seamlessly woven into the story. The good guys don't

always win, but they definitely make progress against the black hats. I highly recommend this book

and this series.

This is the third book in the Joe Dillard series written by Scott Pratt. I have read all three and look

forward to number four. Mr. Pratt's books are fast paced and full of surprises. The writing style is

simple and straightforward. I did have to do a double take several times when a word was left out of



a sentence. I do not know if this was from a lack of good proofreading or just printing on  but it is

distracting. Nevertheless, I can recommend this series of books.
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